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let's say that i have a licensed version of architect 3d ultimate plus 2017 19.0.1.1001 in my
'programs' folder. i want to create a license key for it. for this, i'll first need to make a duplicate copy
of the program, of course. i'll also need to mark it as licensed. next, i'll point the license server to my

licensed copy of architect 3d ultimate plus 2017 19.0.1.1001. for that, i'll need to create a new
installation of architect 3d ultimate plus 2017 19.1001 on my machine. i'll then install it, create a

license, and point it to the license server. in theory, if i need to create the same license key for more
than one copy of architect 3d ultimate plus 2017 19.0.1.1001, all i need to do is re-install the

program. if all goes well, the xml from jstor will tell me that the key is 'good.' this part is a little
tricky, because jstor will allow me to create a license key for a 'permanent' license - one that is a

'one-time' valid license key. in that sense, when the license expires, it will be a 'bad' key, and jstor
won't allow me to create another one. however, if i want to create a license key that's valid

indefinitely - one that will always work for the installed copy of architect 3d ultimate plus 2017
19.0.1.1001 - i'll need to install the program's trial version. have you searched for it yet?or should i

say "did you search for it yet?".so if you have never heard about the architect 3d ultimate plus
product which is a well known commercial cad/cae software, i suggest that you have a quick look
into this software.yes, it is really a good product that has a wide range of specialized applications

and supporting functions that the engineers and designers that are the target audience are
constantly looking for in the cad/cae software.so if you are also in the target audience (as a designer,
you are likely to be using a specialized or embedded version of the product), you might be interested

in the architect 3d ultimate plus product.there are few commercial products available that comes
with a dedicated environment for engineers and designers, but architect 3d ultimate plus is one of

them, because of this particular environment, the product can be referred to as engineering
workbench.if you have other cad/cae software in your working environment and wish to try architect

3d ultimate plus before buying, you can download the trial version of the product on the official
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website of the product, the product page , and also in the "trial" section on the official website.you
can also contact the user community or technical support for any other queries that you may have.
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